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the application includes a lot of excellent features, and here we discuss
those features. first, you can select various layout templates. it includes
wide options such as flower, geometric, and fancy design. also, you can
create customized layout including shapes such as square, circle, and

ellipse etc. it allows you to choose up to 200 images for insertion. you can
select any of the images from the folders as well as your storage device

as an input. the application gives you several options to change the
colors. you can change colors, backgrounds, brushes, and skins. you can
select to change the color of a particular spot on the image or the entire
image. also, you can choose to make all the photos the same color. you

can add frames, borders, text, and other objects to your images. another
important feature of this application is the high speed. you can preview

the results of the changes as you place each of the images. most
importantly, you can save the images at any time as much as you want.
the most important and best feature of the application is that you can

share your collages and modify them on flickr or facebook. you need to
purchase the pro version of the application for being able to remove the

watermark. the application is great and easy to use. after installation, you
need to add pictures and modify the color to create your ultimate

masterpiece. you can share them on facebook or flickr without any issues.
in conclusion, i can say that this is a cool program. you should try it out
for yourself and create several collages of your own. you can make cool
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posters, use them as wallpapers, and create scrapbooks for your friends.
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if you want to create a collage from the images youve just downloaded,
collageit is a powerful and easy to use collage maker. with thousands of
collage layouts to choose from, you are just seconds away from creating
your own incredible work of art. with the collageit camera mode you can
capture a short video, define custom camera settings or scan your design
documents using any windows device. no matter what youre looking for,

collageit can deliver. collageit is a photo collage maker with a huge library
of ready-to-use templates, advanced editing and customizable dimensions
settings. in addition to enabling you to create personalized photo collage
at your own will, the generated photo collage can be exported as bmp,

gif, jpg, png, tiff image formats, for various purposes. when youre happy
with your collage, click save to output it as an image file all popular

formats are supported. this free version comes with some restrictions: a
watermark will be placed on your collage, and windows users only theres
also restrictions on the size of your output file. mac users dont have this

latter restriction, but the page setup screen is much more basic: you have
to manually enter your collage size in pixels, and there are no convenient
page sizes such as a4 or envelope available from a dropdown menu. when
i say collage, you may have an image in your mind (with which you want
to create it), and some elements, such as colors and fonts, also comes

into your mind. collageit is perfect collage maker software, which
combines the functionality and features of many collage makers.
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